
Is a Poor Review Process Slowing  
Your Product Development?

Learn more about Jama Connect Review Center by reading our guide, “The Jama Software Guide to Review Center Best Practices.”

“

Jama Connect Review Center  
Simplifies the Review Process   

Review Center streamlines reviews and facilitates 
collaboration, giving stakeholders easy access to 
provide their feedback where required. Teams with 
an efficient process for reviewing and approving 
requirements see faster review cycles and reduced 
rework, and can ensure quality and compliance.  

of planning time saved that 
previously would have been 
wasted on meetings, sorting 
through versioned documents 
and emails, and consolidating 
feedback in review cycle.

MediSync

by upgrading their semi-manual processes to exceptional team 
collaboration and outstanding workflow efficiencies using  
Jama Connect. 

RBC Medical Innovations
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RBC MEDICAL INNOVATIONS SAVES

80%

Review Center is my favorite feature.  
All the comments are right there, 
and there’s an integrated ‘show 
changes’ feature so I can see exactly 
how my feedback was incorporated.” 

Spaceflight

per project

per project in medical device development 
using Jama Connect Review Center.

Grifols

80hrs
or more

GRIFOLS SAVES

Outdated Review Processes  
Stifle Collaboration  

A document-based approach to reviews often 
results in team misalignment, and leads to long 
review cycles, versioning issues, and an abundance 
of unnecessary meetings. Without an efficient way 
to review and approve requirements, teams often 
face rework, missed deadlines, product design 
failures, or even expensive recalls.

of respondents said that they’d like 
business stakeholders to be more 
responsive and engaged  
in the project.  

Rework is a big cause of project failure 
and a significant source of delays.  

of teams either have no requirements 
management system in place, and 
rely on informal forms of collaboration 
and reviews with email, shared 
spreadsheets, etc. 

Engineering.com
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of product launches are delayed by at least one month. 

Gartner

GENECA SURVEY

80% of respondents said that they spend 
half their time on rework.

78%

DOWNLOAD

45%
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